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Edificius LAND Training Course 

Lesson 1 

 

Landscapes design with Edificius-LAND 

In this lesson we will see how to insert some objects into the Terrain editor of Edificius-LAND. 

Edificius-LAND is the software solution for outdoor spaces, gardens, green areas and landscapes 

design. 

With Edificius-LAND it is possible to obtain detailed plans of the gardens and the landscape, with 

the legends related to the tree species used, the furnishings, etc. All of them can also be exported 

in dxf, dwg and pdf format. 

To open the Edificius-LAND environment, simply click  the Terrain integration button at the 

bottom left of the Navigator panel. 

 

Terrain Design 

When starting with the Terrain environment, the first thing to do is to draw the perimeter of the 

terrain with the appropriate function from the object menu. By clicking on the layer the local menu 

will came up ad it will be possible to choose whether to draw the perimeter or import the 

morphology of the terrain from Google Maps. 
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The terrain perimeter can be drawn by click, making the necessary nodes in the level to draw the 

desired perimeter and then press the End button of the toolbar. 

 

By selecting the drawn terrain, the property toolbox is activated and so will be possible to define 

the characteristics and the geometrical properties of the terrain. 

To further modifications of the perimeter shape you can use the Edit functions to add an offset, 

change a segment in to an arc or insert new nodes. 

 

Once the terrain perimeter has been defined, the terrain morphology can be modified using the 

contour lines entity from the object menu. 
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Contour lines  
To edit the contour lines, simply select it from object from the toolbar Objects menu and draw the 
segments manually. 

 

Import dxf/dwg 

Alternatively, a DXF / DWG model can be used as reference. Load the file by selecting the 

appropriate entity from the object menu and: 

 

 

 Click the DXF/DWG button on the toolbar to enable automatic recognition of the contour 

lines. 
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 Make a selection rectangle of the area in which you want to recognize the contour lines. 

 

By selecting the terrain contour lines, the properties toolbox will be available end it will be possible 

to define the properties and geometries of the segments. 

Any modification of the single line, as for example the elevation, can be made also from the 3D view. 

 

Or eventually you can modify the line properties directly from the toolbar 
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Contour Plan 

As for the line also the Contour plan should be drawn point by point and each nodes can be 

located at different elevation. The Contour plan it id drown by closed triangle and to insert one you 

just need to: 

 Select the Contour Plan object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Click by click Draw the triangles that are part of the contour plan. 

 

 Close the triangle editing by clicking the Finish button. 

 Makes all the modifications desired and assign the elevation value for each node by using 

the properties toolbox or eventually changing the elevation directly from the 3D view 
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Elevation Node 

In order to insert the elevation nodes you just need to 

 Select the Elevation Node object from the drawing menu of the toolbar 

 

 Click on your table in order to insert as much node as you need.  
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 Makes all the modifications desired and assign the elevation value for each node by using 

the properties toolbox or eventually changing the elevation directly from the 3D view 

 

Once you finish the modelling stage of the terrain surface (survey level) we can move on to the 

next step: the inserting of the objects that define your project (project levels).  

Earthworks 

The earthworks function allows you to create excavations, landfill and escarpment. In order to 

insert an earthwork you need to: 

 Select the Earthwork object from the drawing toolbar. 
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 Draw the earthwork perimeter inserting nodes on the terrain surface. Once inserted, the 

earthwork will be an horizontal surface with an elevation equal to the height average of the 

defined area. 

 

To apply an elevation value to the terrain nodes just need to select the appropriate function 

from the toolbar. 
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By selecting the earthwork, on the right side panel will appear the properties toolbox where it will 

be possible to modify all the parameters and geometries of the object. the earthwork can be 

modify also from the 3D vis as seen before. Each segment of the excavation can be modify using 

the Edit function. 

Using the Escarpment button from the toolbar, an escarpment can be assigned to the slopes of 

the object, it is also possible to choose an appropriate offset. 
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Fixed section cut  

A fixed section cut is an excavation that maintain a specific fixed section, the dimension can be 

defined from the properties toolbox. to draw this object you need to: 

 Select the fixed section cut object from the drawing toolbar. 

 

 Draw the cut guideline by inserting nodes on the terrain surface.  

 

 By selecting the Set width button from the toolbar you can modify the width of the 

excavation. 

As for the previous objects, also the Fixed section cut can be modified directly from the 3D view 

using the Edit button from the toolbar. 
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Additionally a scarp wall can be assign to the cut using the appropriate function from the toolbar. 

 

Terrain Area 

Terrain area allows to define a specific zone of the terrain which will be shown with a different 

colouring. From the properties toolbox it will be possible to check all the information related to the 

selected area. 
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In order to define an area you just need to: 

 Select the terrain area object from the drawing toolbar. 

 

 Draw the perimeter by inserting nodes on the terrain surface.  

 Click the finish button from the toolbar. 

  

Terrain objects 

Road 

The road object need to be draw by nodes, each point takes the elevation value of the nearby 

terrain and so the road will follow the morphology of the land surface. In order to draw a road you 

need to: 

 Select the Road object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 
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 Draw the road path by clicking over the terrain surface. 

 Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the road. 

 

By selecting the already drawn road these new function buttons will appear on the toolbar: 

 

 Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected route,  

changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on. 
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 Set width, will activate a box in which can be inserted a width value for the selected road. 

 Escarpments, will activate a box from which can be defined the sides of the road whether 

they are excavated or in relief (and their measurements). 

 Nodes on Terrain, lock or unlock to the terrain all the edges nodes of the selected object. 

 Lft side Solid, it is possible to add a block to the left side of the road (could be a sidewalk, 

corridor etc). the software automatically add a rectangular solid extrusion which can be 

modified in shape or exchanged with a different one from the library. 

 Rgt side Solid, it is possible to add a block to the right side of the road (could be a 

sidewalk, corridor etc). the software automatically add a rectangular solid extrusion which 

can be modified in shape or exchanged with a different one from the library. 

 

From the properties toolbox it will be possible toto modify the characteristics ad geometries of 

each node of the road. And it will be possible also unlock the height reference node of the object 

in order to move it vertically (directly on the 3D view) and define a new altimetry and bending of 

the road.   

 

The material layer can be modify by selecting it from the BIM object Library of the properties 

toolbox. 
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Yard 

A yard can be drawn by nodes, it will represent both an earthwork and a surface with a proper 

material composition. In order to draw a yard you need to: 

 Select the yard object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Draw the yard perimeter by clicking over the terrain surface. 

 Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the yard. 

 

The procedure used to edit the object and its properties are the same as seen previously for the 

road.  
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Stairs 

The stairs editing process is the same as the one seen previously for the architectural 

environment. In order to draw a stair you need to: 

 Select the stair object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Click over the terrain surface and a dedicate editor for the stairs will be opened. 

 Choose the desired stair model from the drawing menu.  

 

 Click over the drawing table in order to insert the object. 

By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows. 
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The functions that can be used from this toolbox are the same as seen previously for the stairs in 

the architectural environment.  Over the terrain environment the stair object will automatically 

create its own earthwork. 

 

Ramp 

In order to draw a ramp you need to: 

 Select the stair object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Click over the terrain surface and a dedicate editor for the ramp will be opened. 

 Choose the desired ramp model from the drawing menu.  

 Click over the drawing table in order to insert the object. 

By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows. 
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The functions that can be used from this toolbox are the same as seen previously for the ramp in 

the architectural environment.  Over the terrain environment the ramp object will automatically 

create its own earthwork. 

Landscaping Objects 

Landscaping wall 

A wall can be drawn by nodes, in order to draw a wall you need to: 

 Select the Landscaping wall object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Draw the landscaping wall path by clicking over the terrain surface. 

 Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the wall. 
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The wall will follow the terrain morphology.  

By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows. 

therefore It will be possible to edit some properties of the wall. From the toolbar it will be possible 

to choose the following editing functions: 

 

 Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected node,  

changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on. 

 Nodes on Terrain, lock or unlock to the terrain all the nodes of the selected object. 

 Railings, will activate a dedicated box that allows to add a railing which can be edited 

from the properties toolbox and from the 3D view. 
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 Solid, it can be possible to add a solid extrusion over the wall edge (for example a wall 

cap). The software will automatically add an extrusion that can be freely modify in shape or 

dimensions or eventually exchanged with a different one from the BIM object libraries. 

By selecting the relatives functions from the toolbar a wall can be automatically drawn on the road 

or yard edge or from the solid object present on the terrain surface. 

 

On the side of a wall can be added a terrain filling by selecting the dedicated function from the 

properties toolbox and by clicking on the wall surface. 
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Flower bed 

A Flower bed can be drawn by nodes, in order to draw it you need to: 

 Select the Flower bed object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Draw the Flower bed path by clicking over the terrain surface. 
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 Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the Flower 

bed. 

The Flower bed can be freely modified for example changing a segment into an, inserting nodes etc..  

 

From the toolbar it can be possible to choose the following functions: 

 Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected node,  

changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on. 

 Railings, will activate a dedicated box that allows to add a railing directly over the flower 

bed wall and which can be edited from the properties toolbox and from the 3D view. 

 Solid, it can be possible to add a solid extrusion over the flower bed wall (for example a 

wall cap). The software will automatically add a rectangular extrusion that can be freely 

modify in shape or dimensions or eventually exchanged with a different one from the BIM 

object libraries. 
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By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows. 

therefore It will be possible to edit all the properties of the flower bed. For example it will be 

possible to add vegetation like tree (just follow the steps we already described on the previous 

lessons). 

Swimming pool 

A swimming pool can be drawn by nodes, in order to draw it you need to: 

 Select the Swimming pool object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Draw the swimming pool perimeter by clicking over the terrain surface. 

 Click the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing. 

The swimming pool can be freely modified for example changing a segment into an arc, inserting 

nodes etc..  
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From the toolbar it can be possible to choose the following functions: 

 

 Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected node,  

changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on. 

 Railings, will activate a dedicated box that allows to add a railing directly over the flower 

bed wall and which can be edited from the properties toolbox and from the 3D view. 

 Solid, it can be possible to add a solid extrusion over the swimming pool wall (for example 

a wall cap). The software will automatically add a rectangular extrusion that can be freely 

modify in shape or dimensions or eventually exchanged with a different one from the BIM 

object libraries. 
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By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows. 

therefore It will be possible to edit all the properties of the swimming pool. For example it will be 

possible to add vegetation like tree (just follow the steps we already described on the previous 

lessons). 

Vegetation 

On the terrain surface it will be possible to add vegetation just following these few steps 

 Select the vegetation object from the drawing menu of the toolbar. 

 

 Draw the vegetation polyline by clicking over the terrain surface. 
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The inserted vegetation can be customised using a large variety of essences.  In fact you just need 

to choose the desired tree or bushes from the properties toolbox, under the BIM object library. 
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In the properties toolbox you can also modify all the related parameter such as dimension, density 

and scattering of the plants. 
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Edificius LAND Training Course 

Lesson 2 

 

How to make a multi-storey residential building 

Below are further steps for the external arrangement of a multi-storey residential building. The 

following objects are available in the Terrain project design levels. 

 

How to Draw a yard 

To draw a yard outside the building, just: 

 Select the Square object from the ribbon menu. 
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 Make the necessary clicks in the table to define the yard perimeter. 

 

 • Press the finish button on the ribbon to complete the yard design. 

 

The yard has its own layer composition, its thickness and its inclination, characteristics that can be 

defined in the property toolbox. 
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How to insert the walls 

To draw the walls outside the building, just: 

 Select the landscaping Wall object on Terrain from the ribbon menu. 

 

 Make a first click on the table where the wall should start. 

 

 Make the necessary clicks to define the intermediate points of the wall. 

 Make a last click at the end point of the wall. 
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 Press the Finish button on the ribbon to complete the design of the wall. 

 Repeat the previous operations for all the walls to be inserted. 

During the design of the wall it is possible to modify the alignment using the F5 and F6 keys of 

the keyboard. 

In the 3D view it is possible to freely modify the wall as for example the heights or the dimensions 

on each node. 

 

Furthermore, in the properties toolbox it is possible to modify all its geometries and characteristics. 

With the options on the ribbon you can automatically add a railing on the wall. 
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How to insert the vegetation 

To insert vegetation, just: 

 Select the Vegetation object from the ribbon menu. 
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 Make the necessary clicks in the table to define the perimeter of the area in which to insert 

the vegetation and confirm. 
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The vegetation can also be arranged along a line, in fact, select the option On the perimeter 

from the list box Arrangement of the property toolbox and trace the perimeter on the table 

where to place the chosen vegetation. 
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How to insert the road object 

To draw a road, just: 

 Select the Road object from the ribbon menu. 

 

 Make the necessary clicks on the workspace to define the route of the road and confirm. 

The inserted road can be changed from the ribbon features. 

 

In fact, it is possible to change the width, add sidewalks, and so on. 
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How to insert a swimming pool 

To draw a pool, just: 

 Select the Pool object from the ribbon menu. 

 

 Click on the table to define the pool area and confirm. 

 

The pool can be freely edited in the 3D view and from the property toolbox. 

On the pool’s wall can also be added a wall cover by using the relative function of the ribbon. 
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How to design a terrain area  

To insert a terrain area, you just need: 

 Select the Terrain object from the ribbon menu. 

 Make the necessary clicks in the table to define the ground area and confirm. 

 

 Assign a material to the area by selecting it from the BIM Object Library of the property 

toolbox. 
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